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On Thursday, February 2nd, grown men in top
hats who speak “Groundhogese,” say
Punxatawny Phil saw his shadow that means six
more weeks of winter to which Buckeye Chuck
concurs. Then we’ve got The Weather Channel
forecasting Spring-like temperatures to return next
week.
Who to believe then? Is it the many super
computers processing thousands of data points
from satellites and observatories or the furry
rodents dragged ceremoniously from their warm
dens?
My Emotional Weather proved even trickier to
predict. I used alcohol to make the Sunshine
brighter or the clouds linger longer. Of fair
feeling, for many long years, I only got glimpses.
But thanks to Alcoholics Anonymous and a
Higher Power, I’m able to say, “Thy will be
done.” I no longer try to arrange Life to suit me.
With the help of other AA’ers, I learn to dress for
the weather today.

“It works—it really does.”

Now Taking Submissions!
Deadline for March 2017: February 25th

Contact: Intergroupmail@indyaa.org
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Powerless
By Todd C.
Alcohol was always a method of release and escape for me. Being somewhat
unsure of myself, and very shy and scared of social situations, especially
involving the opposite sex, alcohol seemed to be the key to loosen me up and
make me more outgoing and social. But with each and every drink Alcohol
began to take charge, to render me powerless over its control.
It was created a new façade, a new persona, made me someone other than the
real me. I carried a false sense of being important, being the one in charge, the
guy everyone looked up to. The sad truth is everyone saw me more as the
pathetic, drunken loser that I had become.
Early on in my drinking “career”, I was basically a happy go lucky kind of
drunk, having fun and being happy and social, with almost no violent tendencies
at all. But later in life, after the disease progressed, I did become increasingly
violent and mean and unsocial. I also experienced an increasing pattern of moral
degeneration, as well as loss of any kind of sound judgment and decisionmaking.
Most of my decisions when drinking were based on a self-motivated or of a selfseeking nature, wanting what I wanted, right now, with no thoughts to the
consequences. Alcohol also had a profound effect on me financially, as I would
greatly overspend, and charge up massive drinking sprees on credit, whenever the
whim took over. I literally amassed thousands in debt.
I began neglecting most of my responsibilities, towards work, family, and life in
general. That neglect resulted in termination of jobs, yes, more than one, and
definitely in the end of my marriage and family life. It also came very near to
causing termination of my life itself, as suicide became a very strong thought and
was attempted more than once. I became very reclusive, wanting to be left alone
to spend my time drinking.
I could not maintain any employment, keep relationships, and eventually even
pay any necessary bills. I was homeless, broke, and literally trying to drink myself
to death. That is what I told myself. I would stop short of nothing for the next
drink. Alcohol, literally had taken complete and 100% control over me, being my
only want and only desire.
Then I managed to find the solution. Now I live a different life, thanks to the
12 Steps and the fellowship of Alcoholics Anonymous. By working the steps on a
daily basis, and trusting in my fellows in this program, I know I never have to
return to that life. I never have to return to being powerless. I can live a joyous,
happy, free life, full of meaning and purpose. The powerlessness I had, against
alcohol, is once again under control, as long as I continue to work this program,
and give complete faith and trust to my Higher Power.
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The Steps Were My Answer
On a February day, many years ago, I was living in absolute dread of
going back to the bar. Just a few weeks previous, I had marched into a
saloon just off Hollywood Boulevard with the words, “gin & tonic”
pursed on my lips—I was just six months sober. In terror, I rushed
home and prayed on my knees for God to help me. I had been going
to lots of meetings and trying to figure out how to do the steps from
the clubhouse walls. I now realize that I was simply surviving on the
fellowship which I have come to believe is untreated alcoholism. I had
lots of untreated alcoholism, but on the other hand, if I wouldn’t have
gone to lots of meetings I believe that I would have been drunk in
short order. Yet, what was my answer? The mental obsession was
running rampart!
The answer came with a new sponsor named Carl who took me
home and discussed Step One and asked if I believed that God could
help me (Step Two); when I answered yes, we prayed the Third Step
Prayer and at once had me begin a form of spontaneous (automatic)
writing. I was told to go home and pray: “God help me I am doing my
inventory.” I was told not to scribble more than one word at a time
and surprisingly: “Do not think!” If you think it doesn’t count—the
words must come from the God who lives deep down within you. At
first nothing happened but all at once floodgates of un-thought truth
began to pour on that paper. In a few minutes, more honesty was
imprinted than many weeks would have appeared from my good-keenintellectual-mind. Of course, this was not Step Four, but it was good
honest and reliable information to be used for Step Four!
My next visit with Carl resulted in doing Step Four, from the Big
Book, then, directly afterwards, in Step Five, he helped me expound,
and enlarge, on those blaring character defects so I knew immediately
what dangerous character traits to ask God to remove in Steps Six and
Seven. Carl had me copy on paper the names of people I had harmed
(Step Eight) and prepare to start making amends (Step Nine), of
course, asking which ones were appropriate as weeks passed. Steps
Ten, Eleven and Twelve were briefly discussed and I was sent home.
Not much changed right away, except Carl made sure I found a job,
but that next summer, I had an amazing release for that dreadful
mental obsession, and it has yet to return— “If I should drink” has
been removed from my emotional vocabulary! Apparently, I have had
a personality change sufficient to recover from the mental obsession. I
believe I will remain free so long as I practice the essence of AA: “Out
of self—Into God—Into others.”
~~ Bob S., Richmond, IN
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Our 36 Principles
As I reflect upon my time here in AA, I realize how my perspective of AA has changed over
the past five years. I first heard a reference to the "36 Principles" when I was two years sober.
I had to Google them to discover the meaning. The 36 principles are the 12 steps, the 12
traditions and the 12 concepts. I suppose I didn't grasp the meaning for quite some time as I
had little experience with the traditions and the concepts.
The traditions were a trial and error process. The traditions were not even contemplated
until after a decade of failure to get along inside the Fellowship, a decade of alcoholics killing
off non-alcoholic innocents. We began trying to kill each other. Surviving the Fellowship was
often one's greatest miracle.
Then came the traditions to breathe life into AA, to serve as guiding principles to the purpose
for our fellowship. AA must survive, lest we all perish. The traditions are a whole different
beast. They teach us to work cohesively within the committee structure, i.e. Intergroup,
District or Area. The group conscience of the home group provides a whole new perspective
on self. We won't always get our way. But when that does happen, the credit belongs to
everyone as a whole as witness to the prominence of God's grace in AA committee work.
My first lesson in service work taught me that AA does not need me. I need AA. I learn the
traditions. I do my best at their application. My second lesson, taught me to do what I don't
want to do with willingness and joy. I continue to get more than I can ever give. That is the
power of the committee structure in AA. It is a collective breath of the fellowship that breathes
air into all alcoholics, sober or not.
The concepts are still just that to me, concepts. I gain a little more understanding by just
showing up to events. I attended the Delegates Past and Present Conference in Wisconsin in
2016. I watched and heard the concepts as I had never before. I heard reports directly from the
mouths of those "in the know" who assist our staff; trustees and delegates keep our engine
running strong.
The concepts breathe the life of AA to the world. It is how our fellowship survives in a world
that does not understand us or rather more often-misunderstands us. It is where you hear
about what happened and will happen at the General Service Conference. Most of us will
never be burdened with the enormous weight of decisions that the General Service Conference
wrestles with yearly. There is a quiet solemnity and reverence to this week held every April as
a trusted and blessed few work to ensure our society's continuation.
I would like to end with some humor. I cannot take credit for this gem. This hails from a
hero of mine named, Sandy. He died about a year ago in Florida. Sandy once told a story
about the Surgeon General of the United States who sent a letter to AA asking for our opinion
on placing warning labels on bottles of alcohol. The General Service Office in New York
responded: "AA has no opinion," based on our tenth tradition. (I'd love to have seen the
response when that letter was opened!) Sandy said, “If the asked me I would say, ‘Yes, it
would be a wonderful idea to place a warning label on all bottles of alcohol. And it should
state: Warning. This bottle may run out. You should buy two."
May we forever be indebted and seek to learn more about our 36 principles to which our lives
are ascribed and credited.
Until we meet again in the fellowship "of the Spirit", Leona F.
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NO LIES TODAY
Commitment to the design for living presented in the Twelve Steps of
Alcoholics Anonymous may come easy for some. But for many, including
myself, the journey that is recovery has taken more than a handful of
attempts. One might think that an about face into active addiction is
indicative of failure—and that the person who gives up on the “simple
program” has acted deliberately in the worst possible way. This isn’t
necessarily so, “Remember that we deal with [addiction]—cunning, baffling
and powerful.”
Thinking, distorted by addiction, creates a false perception of reality before
the drink, a smoke, an injection, a drug or the bet. It may begin with a series
of setbacks or conflicts with other people. Or it could be the opposite—the
idea that all is going so well that there wouldn’t be harm from a brief
indulgence of a truly deadly substance. The fact is—whether for good or ill—
an addict or alcoholic has to accept and believe a lie before relapsing into
active use.
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The most effective lies warp reality to suit their fatal purpose and, for me,
they tend to sound like this:

E

“It’s been (‘x’) number of (‘days’/’months’/’years’) and my life hasn’t
gotten better… So what’s the use of staying sober?
“I am the only one burdened with this in my family and they don’t care
enough to be involved with my recovery… So why am I continuing to try
and please them by enduring this pain?
“My (‘professional’/’financial’/’relationship’) circumstances are terrible
and I don’t see any way out of it without causing myself or other people
pain… I give up—it’s not worth it anymore.”
I apply the inventory process by talking through these deceptive positions
with someone I trust. This offers me a chance to challenge and alter my own
views to a more honest perception of reality. It may turn out that I still may
not like whatever that reality is. But, with enough willingness and open
mindedness, I am likely to concede that choosing to stay the course of
abstinence will—at the very least, provide a chance to change circumstances
for the better tomorrow.
Step work hasn’t provided an immediate or persistent revelation of the
divine in my life. But when I strive for my own conception of the truth—and
am honest with myself—my motives become clear and I can be honest with
other people. If I live a life of rational self-interest dedicated to truth, then
serenity, and strong connections to people—and, perhaps even a sincere and
viable faith are possible.
Mike R. (Sobriety Date: 12/2/2016)
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1st Sober Year
Reflections
Today is my one-year sobriety
birthdate. I find myself sitting in my
comfortable and peaceful home, a
surrounding that has transformed
from a chaotic cement enclosure to
a soft place of serenity in just 365
days. My eyes wander to my westfacing wall in a sitting room. The
one with randomly framed photos
hung in a more randomly placed
sequence.
A toothless, elderly woman grins
with delight in one of these photos.
Her weathered skin mimicking the
texturized backdrop of the photo. In
another, a close up of two hands
holding each other with their fingers
tightly intertwined. Other black and
white photographs rest on this
collaged wall that has brought me
much joy over the first year of my
sobriety. In the middle, one of the
smallest photos in the collection is
my favorite.
Two mountain goats, small white
dots really, placed against an
intimidatingly blackened
mountainous rock face. They appear
so tiny, so fragile against the
tremendous size of the deadened
rock. I find them standing high up
from the base of the mountain. So
further to go to the summit, I
encounter them somewhere in the
middle of their laborious journey
up, up, up the mountain.
What called them to climb?
What inspired them to leave the

safety of the plain and the security
of the home they knew?
Something found only deep within
like an urge, an instinct, a thought,
a prayer, a call to climb, and they
responded one step at a time. How
did these awkward animals make
such a delicate and seemingly
dangerous journey on those
humble little legs to the middle of
nowhere?
One step at a time, that’s how.
Not weighted down by the altitude
achieved. Not concerning
themselves with the miles left to
take. I find them fixed in the
moment at their current step on
their current inch of progress.
This method of theirs, we know
in our hearts. We have felt the call
and have responded in similar
fashion. By the only way possible,
we set out One step at a time, one
inch of progress. Fixated only on
the task of the moment. As the
seedling is called to push through
the earth in spring that it may
absorb the sunshine, as the baby
swallow flaps its wings over and
over until its legs lift from the
ground that it may take flight, as
the mountain goat takes its first of
a million steps that is to be its
journey to a new home, we step
our way through the moment.
Knowing that one-day, we too,
shall surely reach the summit to
which we are being called.
By Anonymous
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Love In Sobriety
February Writing Prompt

Last month came several
opportunities to talk with other
AA’ers about the February writing
prompt, “Love In Sobriety.” Most
thought about romantic partnership
love. Silence followed the question,
“Is that the only kind of Love in
Sobriety?” and with good reason.
Many thousands of years, many
millions of people have pondered
the many ways of Love. The
Ancient Greeks named six types of
love. The Apostle Paul wrote to the
Corinthians about Love’s
characteristics. Khalil Gibran’s,
The Prophet expounded on Love at
length to the people of Orphalese.
Even the Beatles, “I love you, yeah
yeah yeah,” tried to create a bridge
over the sex-love gap.
As a kid I wasn’t quite sure what
love felt like, but I knew what it
looked like. I saw it in my
Grandmother’s furrowed brow, her
careworn face. In church I learned,
God Is Love, with the caveat, “If
you’re a good girl.” I really wanted
to be a good girl. I needed to be a
good girl, because my love wasn’t
good enough. I figured that maybe
with God’s Love too… maybe then
my love would be good enough.
As I grew love took on new
meanings. Rainbow bumper
stickers touted God Is Love. Coca
Cola commercials claimed to make

the whole world sing. Lay’s dared,
“Bet you can’t eat just one.” I
found websites dedicated to the
idols of my modern worship. They
stirred strong cravings as I reached
for the love that eluded me.
“It’s better to have loved and lost,
than blah blah blah,” remained my
most hated and haunting phrase. It
stirred such ire in me toward those
who flung it about. No it isn’t, came
the automatic reply in my mind,
there’s only pain. But Sobriety
showed me a different perspective
on love and loss.
I trusted others to walk, to teach,
to embody the steps of Alcoholics
Anonymous. I was treated with
great care, kindness without an
ulterior motive. I wanted the best
for others; their Higher Power’s
best not mine. I fell for a furry fourlegged secret weapon of Love. He
slipped passed the pain-forged
defenses of my Heart on
Thanksgiving 2015. My Heart felt
so full and yet so light!
I wanted to always feel that way.
But 2016 brought much loss. I
feared that my experience wasn’t
real, that my Heart tricked me
again. Then came an unrelenting
harvest, the actions of my Faith
bore fruit.
I’m still not fond of that phrase. I
still have lots to learn. But thanks
to the AA’ers of Alcoholics
Anonymous, I feel Love, I feel loss
and I know Love remains.
By Loc
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WRITING PROMPTS
Old Timers- Here we seek submissions written by those
AA’ers with 40+ years of Sobriety.
Note Takers- Lots of AA’ers jot down anonymous jewels
of spiritual experience, strength and hope. This section
encourages each of us to look back through our journals
and old notebooks. Share those gems along with the
personal impact, insight or awakening. How were you
inspired, relieved and/or encouraged in the process of your
sober journey?
Fun in Sobriety- Many of us fear that fun, laughter and
enjoyment of music, sporting events and social gatherings
disappears once we stop drinking. So let’s share the first
moment we realized we were having fun; the best moments
we’ve experienced so far at conventions, celebrations,
sports, holidays.
“Give Away to Keep”- We AA’ers are the inheritors of
this wonderful spiritual paradox. Our very first meetings
were available because other AA’ers performed Service:
secretary, greeter, intergroup, chairperson, etc.. Share how
your experience with service impacts your sobriety.
Relapse- Here we briefly share our decision to go out and
do more research. It’s common to look back and realize
there were symptoms of an impending slip. Or if Truth be
told, “…[s]he has no more idea why [s]he took that first
drink than you have.”

Get the
creative
juices
flowing.
Check
these out.
Get
started!
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Central Office Report January 2017
Central Office is the hub for the day-to-day activities of the groups within the Indianapolis Intergroup 8-county
area.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Central Office is here to assist all committee’s needs as they occur.
The staff and volunteers typically answer 20 to 30 calls daily from local people and visitors including out-oftowners
The office coordinates 12th Step Calls; provides information and assistance to members, groups and committees;
and acts as a clearing house for various questions from the general public.
Organizations such as schools, treatment facilities and employee assistance programs call to request speakers
from AA.
Also at Central Office, contributions are received from the groups as part of their 7th tradition of self-support.
Central Office also assists Group Secretaries in all matters of group business.
Intergroup Birthday & Faithful Fivers plan records are maintained.
Further, meeting schedules are updated and printed; reports to the fellowship are compiled and printed.
Tickets are sold for upcoming AA events, and correspondence is answered.
The “group coverage boards” are maintained for the Corrections committee and the Treatment committee
service commitments by month.
The Sheets of Sobriety (S.O.S.) is maintained and listed on line for individuals to read.
The website and links are continuously updated.
Central Office maintains a full stock of AA Conference approved literature, tapes and display materials. By
purchasing needed items at the Central Office, groups help continue AA’s tradition of self-support. Central
Office carries out the 12th Step and the 5th Tradition every moment of the day just by being available to those
who need support.

Group Participation for December 2016:

#

%

Total number of groups:

447

100%

Contributors (Dec 2015)

102

23%

Non-Contributors (Dec 2015)

345

YTD Contributors

276

77%
62%

YTD Non-Contributors

171

38%

If you would like to volunteer at the office please call 317-632-7864

S.O.S. is Responsible
The S.O.S. exists to receive and share anonymously the experience, strength
and hope from members of Alcoholics Anonymous in Indianapolis. It’s for all
those who fill the rooms in hundreds of meetings every week. They get to
reflect; YOU get to reflect YOUR recovery for the next suffering alcoholic. You
get to be the hand of AA as the written word in a digital format.
We say the AA Responsibility Statement at the end of every Intergroup meeting.
Some regular meetings, maybe a few of your Home groups, say the
Responsibility statement on a weekly basis. “I am Responsible… When anyone,
anywhere reaches out for help, I want the hand of AA to be there, and for that,
…I am Responsible”

